CASUAL & SEMI KILTS
Casual sports kilts are ideal as second kilts for rugby, football matches or as general leisure wear or knocking about, they can also be used for groom or best man. We are
finding these kilts are taking over the ex hire market because you can buy a kilt in your own tartan. It can be worn casually or dressed up, also have it specially made to fit you.
NOTE:All Houston’s ex-hire kilts are 8 yards 17oz heavy weight kilts in grade one top condition.
(Some shops don’t give out their pedigree or background of the hire kilts they are mostly 13oz medium weight and can be usually 4 to 8 yards).

4 yard Casual Sports Kilt - This kilt introduced over 2 years ago and has proved very successful as a secondry kilt or for an economy kilt.
Construction of kilt has no canvas inside, but has a cotton linning around the inside of waist band and has two or three buckles and straps.
All machine made. Shallow pleats approximately 18 on back of the kilt. Delivery time 4 to 8 weeks.
6 yard Semi Casual Kilt. Best Value - This kilt we introduced after the success of the sports kilt. It’s an ideal secondry kilt, it has 2 yards more cloth it has canvas and
cotton linning inside waist band of kilt with 3 buckles and straps. It hangs and swings and looks like a real kilt. This kilt is cut by hand and all machine made it has good
deep pleats approximately 21. At top of pleats you will see machine stitching. This is great value kilt if you don’t want to pay for an 8 yard kilt. Delivery time 4 to 8 weeks.
8 yard machined kilt-This kilt is all hand cut fully machine made, has canvas and cotton lining inside and three buckles and straps. You can see stitches at the back of
pleats. Approximately 23 pleats. We brought this 8 yard machine made kilt out after the success of the 4 yard and 6 yard machine kilts. Basically for the American market,
for a better priced kilt due to the high exchange rate, which has been very successful. This Kilt is available in two finishes, Basic machine finish or super machine finish + £30
extra see page 5 for more information. This kilt can be worn for any occassion. Delivery time 4-6 weeks, Express Service 2-3 weeks + £50 extra on all casual kilts.
Houston’s try to keep some 4 and 6 yard kilts in stock at special prices on a few tartans only. Please call for details.
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